observed change. To assess the independent effects of campaign exposure, we estimated static score or conditional change
models with ideation and contraceptive
use as the dependent variables.14 The
model predicting ideation related the dependent variables to campaign exposure,
prior contraceptive use, prior ideation and
selected social and demographic variables.
In the case of contraceptive use, we related the dependent variable to campaign exposure, prior contraceptive use, current
ideation and selected social and demographic variables. The inclusion of the
lagged or initial value of contraceptive use
is what makes the model a conditional
change model, and in essence allows us
to assess the effect of campaign exposure
on the change in contraceptive use.
Much has been said about the advantage of the conditional change model over
other methods of modeling change with
panel data.15 It is logical to assume that the
previous value of a dependent variable is
correlated with its current value. Therefore, by excluding the former from a
model estimating the latter, one runs the
risk of improper model specification,
which may result in incorrect estimation
of the effects of the independent variables
included in the model.
Another justification for the conditional change model relates to the possible significant effects of extraneous variables.
Since it is very likely that the same variables influence the value of a dependent
variable at two points in time, the prior
value should serve as a proxy for the extraneous variables that exert an influence
on the dependent variable but that were
omitted from the estimated model.
We use the Bollen endogeneity test to
assess the extent to which campaign exposure and ideation are endogenous in the
model predicting contraceptive use.16 The
test involves a two-step procedure, which
in the first step predicts campaign exposure and ideation from a set of independent variables theoretically susceptible to
influencing them. In the second step, the
error terms from the equations estimated
in the first step are included along with the
observed values in a model predicting
contraceptive use. To ensure that the
model is properly identified, we excluded marital status (a variable that affects
ideation) and access to media (a variable
linked with campaign exposure) from the
models used to predict contraceptive use.
*Campaign exposure in this context is defined as either
being able to recognize the GO logo or having heard
about the campaign prior to the day of interview.
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Table 4. Percentage distribution of study participants and

More than one-third regression coefﬁcients estimating the impact of campaign expo(37%) of the respondents sure, selected characteristics and prior family planning related
reported exposure to the attitudes and practices on ideation (N=571)
campaign.* Television Independent variable
% dist.
Model 1†
Model 2‡
was the predominant
SOCIAL/DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS
source for information Education
on the campaign, with None (ref)
18.2
0.00
0.00
25.9
0.74***
0.49*
more than half (52%) of Primary
≥secondary
55.9
1.24***
0.83**
the sample mentioning
being exposed to the Religion
77.1
0.15
0.24
campaign through tele- Christian
Non-Christian (ref)
22.9
0.00
0.00
vision. Almost two-fifths
(38%) mentioned expo- Region of residence
Southwest (ref)
18.6
0.00
0.00
sure through interper- North
27.1
–0.53**
–0.66***
19.3
–0.47**
–0.50**
sonal discussions or West/Littoral
35.0
–0.45**
–0.65***
community mobilization Center
activities, such as friends, Age-group
41.3
0.00
0.00
relations, health workers <25 years (ref)
28.9
0.06
0.15
and community meet- 25–34
≥35
29.8
0.01
0.15
ings. Radio was the
source of exposure for Residence status
City/large town
53.1
–0.06
–0.07
29% of the respondents. Small town/village (ref)
46.9
0.00
0.00
The results of a logisstatus
tic regression analysis Marital
Single
24.2
–0.78***
–0.74***
that identifies predictors Ever-married (ref)
75.8
0.00
0.00
of campaign exposure
Visited health facility within last 12 months
are presented in Table 2. Yes
73.2
0.33**
0.35**
26.8
0.00
0.00
Education, access to No (ref)
mass media, region of Exposure to other family planning interventions
residence and age are all Yes
36.1
0.38***
0.38***
63.9
0.00
0.00
factors that have signif- No (ref)
icant net effects on ex- PRIOR ATTITUDES AND PRACTICES, 1998
posure. The odds of ex- Prior contraceptive use
15.6
0.67***
0.53**
posure are four times as Modern
Traditional
22.2
0.62***
0.54**
high among respon- None, intending to use modern
32.0
0.44**
0.32*
0.00
0.00
dents with primary ed- None, not intending to use modern (ref) 30.2
ucation as among those Prior overall ideation
2.31
0.27***
0.23***
with no education (odds Mean score
ratio, 4.2). The effect of PROGRAM EXPOSURE
postprimary education Exposed to campaign
36.8
0.27**
na
is even more striking, Yes
65.2
0.00
na
with respondents with No (ref)
secondary education or Predicted campaign exposure
na
na
1.46*
more being nearly six
R2
na
.511
.510
times as likely as those Ramsey regression speciﬁcation error
test (RESET) F/Prob>F
na
0.76/0.516
0.33/0.806
without education to be
na
1.99
2.84
exposed to the cam- Mean variance inﬂation factor
paign (5.8). The Hosmer- *p≤.05. **p≤.01. ***p≤.001. †Model assumes that campaign exposure is exogenous. ‡Estierror term from campaign exposure regression is used to test for exogeneity. Notes:
Lemeshow goodness-of- mated
ref=reference group. na=not applicable.
fit statistic indicates that
the specified model fits
the data reasonably well (4.53). Moreover, prior intention to use a modern method is
the model correctly classifies 68% of the a significant predictor of exposure.
cases.
The data failed to show any significant Exposure and Ideation
link between prior attitudes or behavior (as Women who were exposed to the GO
reported during the 1998 DHS) and expo- campaign had greater increases in
sure to the campaign (Table 2). Indeed, nei- ideation (18%) than those not exposed
ther prior ideation nor prior use of tradi- (8%, Table 3). The effects of the campaign
tional methods is significantly associated varied depending on the ideational variwith exposure to the campaign. Similarly, able being considered. Knowledge of
neither prior use of modern methods nor modern contraceptive methods was the
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